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Battle Missions is an expansion for Warhammer 40,000 that contains more than thirty new missions

for you to play. Each mission is designed to provide you with a battle that will really challenge your

ability as a commander on the war-torn battlefields of the 41st Millennium.This 96-page scenarios

book contains 30 new missions and three special missions for use in your games of Warhammer

40,000. This book also includes extensive background material and maps describing different battle

strategies and tactics used by the armies of the 41st Millennium.You must possess a copy of

Warhammer 40,000 in order to use the contents of this book.
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Battle Missions is an expansion for Warhammer 40,000 that contains more than thirty new missions

for you to play. Each mission is designed to provide you with a battle that will really challenge your

ability as a commander on the war-torn battlefields of the 41st Millennium.This 96-page scenarios

book contains 30 new missions and three special missions for use in your games of Warhammer

40,000. This book also includes extensive background material and maps describing different battle

strategies and tactics used by the armies of the 41st Millennium.You must possess a copy of

Warhammer 40,000 in order to use the contents of this book.

The variety of missions involved in this Warhammer 40k expansion is outstanding. It adds much

more flavor to the game and it really brings out all of the different specialties of the whole spectrum

of warring races in the 41st millennium in style. This is accomplished with the plethora of missions in



the book, with at least 3 per faction. This is a must have for any battle hardened table top fanatic. I

recommend this book over the alter of war book (which is 3 times more expensive) because mostly

the missions presented in Alter of War are rehashed from Battle Missions. Overall, I highly

recommend this expansion, its really fun.

A bit dated at this point in 7th edition Warhammer 40k but still viable. There are plenty of missions in

here that could easily be adapted to a 7th edition mission by adding the classic 7th edition

parameters. The missions are themed and fit very well the nature of the armies. The missions are

fun and interesting enough that the book is definitely a worthwhile buy.
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